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a b s t r a c t 
Online debating forums are important social media for people to voice their opinions and engage in de- 
bates with each other. Measuring user relevance on these forums can be useful to identify different user 
profiles or behaviors in online debates, for example, users that tend to participate at the beginning of 
a debate and whose comments trigger participation, or users that post relevant comments but are not 
replied too much. To help users to distinguish such different user profiles, we propose graded measures 
based on users’ influence, the controversy that they generate throughout the debates, their contribution 
to the polarization of the debates, and their social acceptance, that we extract by analyzing the debates in 
which the users participate. Our approach is based on an argumentation-based analysis that represents a 
debate as a valued argumentation framework, in which comments of a debate are arguments, the attack 
relation between arguments models disagreement between comments, and values for arguments repre- 
sent the overall support of users for comments. Finally, we test our measures with a sample of users from 
Reddit debates, identifying four main groups of users, from users with almost no impact on the debate 
to very active ones with decisive comments for the outcome of the debate. 
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 













































Reddit ( http://www.reddit.com/) is a highly popular on-line de-
ating platform for the discussion of general news and specialized
opics. It is widely used to create long and deep debates with com-
ents and answers to comments, where thanks to the almost un-
imited text length of Reddit comments (40,0 0 0 characters), users
an more easily post ideas or arguments with more information.
pecifically, Reddit is an interesting online debating platform that
as the attributes of a forum: it allows blurbs of text and media to
e shared as posts that invite votes and commentary. At the same
ime, it is often used as a social feed of information broadcast from
eople’s contacts and audiences. 
One major interest in the research on social networks is to un-
erstand how different users interact with each other, and to try
o quantify their relevance in a social network. For example, the
ser influence in Twitter has been studied in [6] by measuring the
umber of followers, the number of retweets, and the number of
entions for a particular user. In a similar way, with the aim of
istinguishing between leaders and followers in social networks,
ifferent characteristics of a social network interaction graph are∗ Corresponding author. 
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ial network of YouTube, users are clustered (classified) in different
ser groups in [11] by looking at different attributes of its subscrip-
ion network. There have also been some effort s to try to detect
articular dangerous user profiles, like for example trolls in [13] or
ots in [15] , again based on measuring different attributes of the
sers or how they interact with other users. 
In order to analyze the agreement or disagreement between
ser comments in Reddit debates, recently in [2] , we have pre-
ented the main components and characteristics of an analysis sys-
em that represents a Reddit debate as a two-sided debate graph,
s well as a recursive algorithm to compute this graph. In this
raph, comments are divided in two groups, the ones that agree
ith the root comment of the debate, and the ones that disagree
ith it. The edges of the graph represent disagreement between
omments of the two groups. 
Now, in this paper we pursue a double objective. On the one
and, we formalize the architecture of our Reddit analysis system
y defining all the concepts related to the structures managed by
ur system to perform the analysis of Reddit debates and to com-
ute the set of accepted comments in the sense that it is a max-
mal set of consistent comments using the ideal semantics of val-
ed abstract argumentation frameworks. nder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 





















































































































1 Given the structure of a Reddit debate, except for the root comment, each com- 
ment answers exactly one previous comment, usually by another user or author. On the other hand, we introduce and investigate a natural ex-
tension of our analysis system to measure the relevance of indi-
vidual users in a specific debate. This allows us to identify differ-
ent user profiles or behaviors in online debates, for example, users
that tend to participate at the beginning of a debate and whose
comments trigger participation, or users that post relevant com-
ments but are not replied too much. We test our system with a
sample of users from Reddit debates, identifying four main groups
of users, from users with almost no impact on the debate to very
active ones with decisive comments for the outcome of the debate.
To quantify the relevance, we define three different measures
for a user in a debate: the debate engaging degree, as a measure
of the amount of comments that are generated due to the user
comments, the influence degree, as a measure of the change pro-
duced in the accepted comments due to the user comments, and
the rebalancing degree, as a measure of the change produced in
the polarization degree of the accepted comments due to the user
comments. We define the polarization degree of the accepted com-
ments as a measure of the bias of the accepted comments towards
comments in one of the two sides of the debate; i.e. it tries to
quantify to what extent the accepted comments agree or disagree
with the root comment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work to use an argumentation approach to analyze Reddit de-
bates and how each user affects the outcome of the debate. For
example, in [7] the authors analyze different characteristics of the
Reddit debate tree, and identify different user roles depending on
whether they start debates, continue debates or attract comments
in debates, and in [16] they use LSTM graphs to study Reddit de-
bates, where the focus is on the prediction of the generation of
comments during the lifetime of a conversation. By contrast, in our
approach the analysis is centered around the idea of the set of
accepted comments, considering an argumentation approach. So,
given a Reddit debate, we compute its accepted comments, un-
der ideal semantics, and then, for a given user, we compute the
three measures we defined above to characterize the relevance of
the user in the debate. We test our system with a sample of users
from different Reddit debates, identifying different user profiles. In
addition, with the aim of defining a scalable system, we propose
computing the measures that characterize the different user pro-
files only for users with enough support in the debate by defining
a support measure that allows us to rank the users based on their
social acceptance during the debate. We believe that the system
can be a useful tool to help users to identify relevant users in or-
der to interact with them in the social networks. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we
present the architecture of our Reddit analysis system and we for-
malize all the concepts related to the structures managed by the
system. Then, in Section 3 , we present the reasoning model we
use to decide the set of accepted and rejected comments from a
debate, following our argumentation approach. Next, in Section 4 ,
we present the different measures we define to quantify the rel-
evance of each user in a debate. Finally, in Section 5 , we test our
system by analyzing a test-set from the top voted debates of the
subreddit World News. Our analysis shows that by looking at the
values of our relevance measures, we can discover a wide set of
user behaviors. In particular, we have identified four main groups
of users: users with no significant impact on the debate, users with
significant contributions at the beginning of the debate, users with
significant contributions at the end of the debate, and users with
significant contributions at different points of the debate. 
2. System for debate analysis 
The system architecture has two main components: a Red-
dit debate retrieval system and an argumentation-based reasoning
system. The first component takes a debate from the social net-ork Reddit and outputs a weighted bipartite graph, that repre-
ents the comments of the debate in two opposite groups together
ith the attacks between the two groups. The weights of nodes
comments) in the graph represent a measure of social acceptance.
he second component, formalized in Section 3 , takes this graph
nd outputs the set of accepted comments from the two opposite
roups of comments, following a valued argumentation approach
ased on ideal semantics. 
The Reddit debate retrieval system is divided into three phases.
iven a (root) comment that contains a link to some news, the first
hase obtains the set of comments generated in the social network
rom the root comment. Next we formalize the notions of com-
ent and Reddit debate. 
efinition 1. A comment c is a tuple c = (m, u, sc ) , where m is the
ext of the comment, u is the user’s identifier of the comment, and
c ∈ Z is the score of the comment. 
Let c 1 = (m 1 , u 1 , sc 1 ) and c 2 = (m 2 , u 2 , sc 2 ) be two comments.
e say that c 1 answers c 2 if c 1 is a reply to the comment c 2 . 
Let r = (m r , u r , sc r ) be a comment such that m r contains a link
o some news. A Reddit debate on the (root) comment r is a non-
mpty set  of Reddit comments such that r ∈  and every com-
ent c ∈ , c  = r, c answers some comment in . 1 
In [10] , the authors propose an extension of Dung’s Abstract
rgumentation Framework [8] that incorporates social voting for
rguments so that each argument is mapped to their number of
ositive and negative votes and a class of semantics is defined for
heir aggregation. In contrast, the score of a comment is computed
n Reddit as the sum of positive and negative votes that the com-
ent has received. So, the score of a comment is negative when-
ver the comment has more negative votes than positive ones and
ositive, otherwise. 
The second phase of our Reddit debate retrieval system builds
 debate tree, with comments as nodes and where edges denote
nswers between comments. Moreover, this phase assigns labels
or the edges of the tree in the real interval [ −2 , 2] . The label for
n edge ( c 1 , c 2 ) denotes the sentiment expressed in the text of the
omment c 1 in response to the text of the comment c 2 , so that,
he value −2 denotes a total disagreement and the value 2 a total
greement. We use the sentiment value 0 to denote both answers
xpressing a neutral position with respect the opinion expressed in
 2 , and answers expressing at the same time agreement with part
f the opinion expressed in c 2 , and disagreement with another part
f c 2 . 
Given the structure of a Reddit debate on a (root) comment r ,
he system builds a labeled tree defined as follows. 
efinition 2. Let  be a Reddit debate on a (root) comment r . The
ebate Tree (DebT) for  is a tuple T = 〈 C, r, E, L 〉 such that: 
• for every comment in  there is a node in C , 
• node r ∈ C is the root node of T , 
• if c 1 answers c 2 then there is a directed edge ( c 1 , c 2 ) in E , and 
• L is a labeling function L : E → [ −2 , 2] , where the value as-
signed to an edge denotes the sentiment of the answer, from
highly negative (-2) to highly positive (2). 
Only the nodes and edges obtained by applying this process be-
ong to C and E , respectively. 
Because we are interested in considering only comments with
nough inclination to either agree or disagree with the root com-
ent, we define a pruned version of a DebT , where we discard
ny comment c ∈ C that does not agree or disagree enough with













































































































he comment answered, and the subtree rooted at c . The rationale
ehind discarding these neutral comments (and their subtrees) is
hat it is undefined whether or not a neutral comment agrees with
he comment to which it responds and, consequently, with the root
omment of the debate. For this reason, it is meaningless for a
omment to agree or disagree with a neutral comment, so, any
omment in the subtree of a neutral comment does not contribute
nything relevant with respect to defending or rejecting the root
omment of the debate. Next we formalize the Pruned Debate Tree
tructure with respect to a pruning threshold. 
efinition 3. Let α be a pruning threshold in the real interval [0,2]
nd let T = 〈 C, r, E, L 〉 be a DebT . The Pruned Debate Tree (PDebT)
or T with respect to α is a tuple T α = 〈 C α, r, E α, L 〉 , where both
ets of pruned comments C α⊆C and pruned edges E α⊆E are de-
ned as follows: 
• the root node (comment) r ∈ C α , 
• r is the root node of T α and 
• if ( c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ E with c 2 ∈ C α , then c 1 ∈ C α and ( c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ E α , when-
ever | L ( c 1 , c 2 )| ≥α. 
Only the nodes and edges obtained by applying this process be-
ong to C α and E α , respectively. 
Note that for α = 0 the pruning threshold has no effect, in the
ense that the PDebT obtained corresponds to the original DebT
nd that for α = 2 the PDebT obtained only contains strictly po-
arized both positive and negative answers. In any case, the PDebT
 α is a subtree of T with r being the root node. 
Finally, the Reddit debate retrieval system takes a PDebT with
espect to a pruning threshold α and divides its set of comments
nto two sets: the comments supporting the root comment and
he comments that disagree with it. Then, the attacks between the
omments of both sets are defined as a subset of edges in E α such
hat they are negative answers from a comment in one of the sets
o a comment in the other set, obtaining a bipartite graph that rep-
esents both sides of the debate, and the disagreement between
hem. This bipartition can be computed with the algorithm that we
resented in [2] . Moreover, we also label each node of the graph
btained with a weight that denotes the comments’ social accep-
ance during the debate. Next we formalize the Weighted Bipartite
ebate Graph structure. 
efinition 4. Let T α = 〈 C α, r, E α, L 〉 be a PDebT for a Reddit debate
. A Weighted Bipartite Debate Graph (WBDebG) for T α is a tuple
 = 〈 C + ∪ C −, E −, R, W 〉 where 
• C + and C − is a bipartition of C α . Thus, C + ∪ C − = C α and C + ∩
C − = ∅ , where C + denotes the set of comments that agree with
the root comment c r , and C − denotes the set of comments that
disagree with it. 
• E − = { (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ E α | L (c 1 , c 2 ) < 0 } and corresponds with the set
of disagreement edges between the comments in C + and C −.
Thus, if (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ E −, then either c 1 ∈ C + and c 2 ∈ C − or, c 1 ∈ C −
and c 2 ∈ C + . 
• R is a non-empty set of values that models the social accep-
tance of comments. 
• W is a weighting scheme W : C α → R of the weight of nodes
(comments). The weighting scheme W evaluates the social ac-
ceptance of comments by mapping a comment in C α to a value
in R . 
. Argumentation-based reasoning system 
Once we obtain a WBDebG for a Reddit debate  on a root
omment r , the next step is the computation of the set of com-
ents that are accepted in the sense that this set should represent
 kind of consensus among all the comments of the debate. To this end, we use value-based abstract argumentation to
odel the weighted argumentation problem associated with a
BDebG and ideal semantics to compute its solution (the set of
omments that can be accepted). 
Value-based abstract argumentation, introduced in [4] , can rep-
esent an important class of moral and legal disputes and is de-
ned as audience-specific value-based argumentation in [5] when
udiences are individuated by their preferences between values. To
e precise, audience-specific value-based argumentation is based
n the extension of abstract argumentation with a valuation func-
ion Val on a set of values R for arguments and a (possible partial)
reference relation Valpref between values in R . In our approach,
very comment of a Reddit debate constitutes an argument and
e use audience-specific value-based argumentation to define the
efeats relation between arguments. However, the valuation func-
ion we consider for arguments is based on the social acceptance
f comments, evaluated by means of some particular weighting
cheme, and does not consider moral and legal aspects. 
efinition 5. Let G = 〈 C + ∪ C −, E −, R, W 〉 be a WBDebG . The Val-
ed Argumentation Framework (VAF) for G is a tuple F =
 C + ∪ C −attacks, R, V al, V alpre f 〉 , where 
• each comment in C + ∪ C − results in an argument, 
• attacks is an irreflexive and asymmetric binary relation on C + ∪
C − which corresponds to the set of disagreement edges E −: 
attacks = { (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ E −};
i.e. c 1 attacks c 2 if and only if (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ E −, 
• the set of values R for arguments is the non-empty set of values
R that models the social acceptance of comments, 
• the valuation function Val : C + ∪ C − → R for arguments is de-
fined as the social acceptance of comments; i.e. Val (c) = W (c) ,
for any comment c ∈ C + ∪ C −, and 
• the preference relation Valpref ⊆ R × R between values in R is
a transitive, irreflexive and asymmetric relation reflecting the
social acceptance value preferences. 
Once we have the VAF F associated with a WBDebG G , we
onsider ideal semantics, formalized in [9] , to define the set of ac-
epted comments from the debate, also called the solution for the
ebate. To compute this solution using ideal semantics, we need to
efine the defeats relation over comments based on the Val func-
ion and the Valpref relation: 
efeats = { (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ attacks | ( Val (c 2 ) , Val (c 1 )) ∈ Valpref };
.e. c 1 defeats c 2 if and only if c 1 attacks c 2 and the social accep-
ance value of c 2 (evaluated as W ( c 2 )) is not preferred over the so-
ial acceptance value of c 1 (evaluated as W ( c 1 )). Moreover, a set of
omments S ⊆ C + ∪ C − is conflict-free if for all c 1 , c 2 ∈ S, (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈
efeats , and a conflict-free set of comments S ⊆ C + ∪ C − is maxi-
ally admissible if for all c 1 ∈ S, S ∪ { c 1 } is not conflict-free and,
or all c 2 ∈ S , if (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ defeats then there exists c 3 ∈ S such that
(c 3 , c 1 ) ∈ defeats . 
The preference relation, used in the VAF to compare the val-
es assigned to arguments, allows a quite flexible way of compar-
ng the social acceptance values in R assigned to comments. How-
ver, in our experiments with Reddit so far we evaluate the social
cceptance of comments by mapping the score sc of a comment
(m, u, sc ) ∈ C + ∪ C − to a natural number, and thus, we use the usual
atural order between them to compare the social acceptance val-
es. In the future, we plan to extend our reasoning system with
 more general valuation function that will allow us to combine
he social acceptance of comments, estimated from the comments’
core, with other parameters available on the Reddit platform as
he users’ Karma based on the fact that users get “good” Karma
hen people upvote their comments and they lose it when they
et downvoted. 



















































Fig. 1. PDebT example, also showing the comments in partition C + (blue) and the 














































w  Finally, the set of accepted comments is the largest admissible
conflict-free set of comments S ⊆ C + ∪ C − in the intersection of all
maximally admissible conflict-free sets. 
We select this semantics to define the solution for a debate, be-
cause it represents a maximally admissible set of conflict-free com-
ments, such that they defend against attacks outside the set with
comments inside the set, and they are included in any admissible
set of comments. This set therefore represents a kind of maximum
consensus between all the possible admissible sets of comments.
For our particular case of an acyclic VAF, the picture is even sim-
pler, as there is a unique maximally admissible set, and thus the
solution for ideal semantics coincides with this set. Moreover, for
the case of a VAF that is acyclic or bipartite (as in the case of a
WBDebG ), we can compute its solution efficiently for instances of
big size with the distributed algorithm we developed in [1] . 
4. Measuring user relevance 
In this section we propose graded measures that may be useful
to help users to select relevant users in order to interact with them
and are based on users’ influence, the controversy that they gener-
ate throughout the debate, their contribution to the polarization of
the debate and their social acceptance. We extract these measures
by analyzing the debates in which the users participate by means
of both the debate retrieval system and the argumentation-based
reasoning system we have already formalized in Sections 2 and 3 ,
respectively. 
The first user relevance measure that we define, called debate
engaging degree , is aimed at quantifying the number of interactions
of other users that have been generated, directly or indirectly, dur-
ing the debate in response to the comments of the user subject
to this analysis; i.e. to what extent the user causes others to post
comments and induces to participate. To this end, we first formal-
ize the notion of filtered tree excluding the comments of a given
user, except for the root comment, and all the comments that are
below them in a debate tree. 
Definition 6. Let T α = 〈 C α, r, E α, L 〉 be a PDebT for a Reddit debate
and let u be a user’s identifier. The filtered tree of T α excluding the
user u is a tuple T \ u α = 〈 C \ u α , r, E \ u α , L 〉 , where both sets of filtered
comments C 
\ u 
α ⊆ C α and filtered edges E \ u α ⊆ E α are defined as fol-
lows: 
• the root node (comment) r ∈ C \ u α and 
• if ( c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ E α with c 2 ∈ C \ u α , then c 1 ∈ C \ u α and (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ E \ u α ,
whenever u is not the user’s identifier of c 1 . 
Only the nodes and edges obtained by applying this process be-
long to C 
\ u 
α and E 
\ u 
α , respectively. r is the root node of T 
\ u 
α . 
That is, the filtered tree excluding the user u is the result of
discarding both the comments of the user u , except for the root
comment, and any comment c ∈ C α , generated as a direct or indi-
rect answer to any comment by the user u . 
As a running example to explain this definition and the next
ones, consider the PDebT T α shown in Figure 1 . In this PDebT we
have seventeen comments and thirteen users, where a comment
labeled as c u n denotes the comment number n of the user u . Edges
are divided in two groups: edges with negative labels (negative
sentiment) are denoted by red solid line edges, and edges with
positive labels (positive sentiment) are denoted by blue dashed
line edges. The set of blue nodes denotes the set of comments in
partition C + of the corresponding WBDebG , and the red ones de-
note the comments in the partition C −. The thickness of the bor-
der of each vertex is proportional to its weight. Finally, the fig-
ure also shows for the user d , with comments { c d , c d , c d , c d } , its
1 2 3 4 orresponding filtered tree T \ d α , as the subtree surrounded by the
ashed closed line. 
At this point, we are ready to introduce the debate engaging
egree measure. 
efinition 7. Let T α = 〈 C α, r, E α, L 〉 be a PDebT and let T \ u α =
 C 
\ u 
α , r, E 
\ u 
α , L 〉 be the filtered tree of T α excluding the user u . The
ebate engaging degree of the user u is a measure in the real inter-
al [0, 1) defined as follows: 





here # S denotes the number of elements in S . 
The debate engaging degree allows us to rank users in differ-
nt user profiles from those that generate less interactions to those
hat support the whole debate but, in both cases, without consid-
ring how these interactions affect the debate solution. 
If we consider the particular case of the root user, we notice
hat, when he does not participate through the debate, his debate
ngaging degree is 0, denoting that he has only posted the news
hile staying passive throughout the debate. This is intentional,
ince the root comment plays a special role in the debate, setting
ts topic. Thus, in order to be considered a “true participant” on
he debate, the root user should contribute during the discussion.
otice that the Reddit platform itself distinguishes between root
nd non-root comments, since it provides two different global user
etrics, Post Karma and Comment Karma, where the first one cor-
esponds to the points achieved by posting interesting news (root
omments) and the second one corresponds to the points achieved
rom non-root comments. 
The debate engaging degree reaches the highest values (close to
) for very active users that generate multiple branches of the de-
ate, and the lowest values (close to 0) for users whose comments
ave no answers, that is, users whose comments are all leaf nodes
t the PDebT . In our running example, the debate engaging degree
f the user d is 6/17, similar to the one of the user b (4/17). Other
sers have a low debate engaging degree, like the user e (1/17)
hat has only one leaf node in the PDebT , or the root user (0/17)
s he only posts the root comment. Notice that the effect of the
esponse-chain, starting at node c d 
1 
, in the debate engaging degree
f user d is the same as the effect of any other possible subtree
ith root c d 
1 
of the same size, so the particular structure of such
ubtree is not relevant for this measure. 
The second user relevance measure we define, called influence
egree , aims to analyze the influence of a user in a debate solution
the set of accepted comments). According to the argumentation-
ased reasoning system developed in Section 3 , a debate solution
s defined for a WBDebG providing a weighting scheme W for the
eight of nodes (comments). In order to simplify our presentation,



























































































































T  elow we assume a given mapping for W and, thus, we safely use
he term solution to refer to both a graph solution and a tree so-
ution. We therefore quantify the influence degree of a user u on a
ebate solution by comparing the solution for T α with the solution
or the filtered tree T \ u α . 
efinition 8. Let S be the solution for T α = 〈 C α, r, E α, L 〉 and let S \ u 
e the solution for the filtered tree T \ u α = 〈 C \ u α , r, E \ u α , L 〉 excluding
he user u . The influence degree of the user u on the solution S is a
easure in the real interval [0, 1] defined as follows: 
nfluence (u ) = #((C 
\ u 





The influence measure quantifies the proportion of comments
f C 
\ u 
α that change their status (accepted or rejected) with respect
o the solution S , given that the interactions derived from the par-
icipation of the user u are omitted. That is, it quantifies how many
omments that are rejected in S \ u are accepted in S and how many
omments that are accepted in S \ u are rejected in S , with respect to
he comments in C 
\ u 
α . Thus, if influence (u ) is close to 1, the interac-
ions by the user u influence the status of all previous comments
n the debate; however, if it is close to 0, one can consider that the
ser’s comments are irrelevant in terms of influencing such status.
ote that if the root user does not participate in the debate, that is,
e only creates the root comment r and remains inactive through-
ut the debate, his user’s degree of influence is 0, denoting that he
as not been influential during the debate. 
Although for some users there may be a correlation between
he debate engaging degree and the influence degree, others may
enerate little debate in terms of number of answers but have a
igh degree of influence in the acceptance of previous comments
n the debate or vice versa. 
In fact, we expect these two measures to have a slight neg-
tive correlation, since users that posted their comments earlier
n the discussion will probably have more answers to their com-
ents, thus increasing their debate engaging degree, but there will
e fewer comments that could change their status (since a defeat
an only affect the nodes in the path from the root to the com-
ent); thus, the influence degree cannot be very high. Users who
articipated later will probably have less answers, corresponding
o a low debate engaging degree but, if their comments defeat the
omments they are answering, then their influence degree will be









defeats c c 
1 
. So, the solution S contains all the com-
ents except c 
g 
1 
, and the solution S \ d contains all the comments
n T \ d α except c c 1 . Therefore, the influence degree of the user d is




is not in S but it is in S \ d , and comment c c 
1 
is in S but it is not
n S \ d . So, the status of comments c g 
1 
and c c 
1 
is reversed in S \ d with
espect to the status in S . By contrast, the influence degree of all
he other users is zero. 
One of the problems with the influence degree is that it only
easures the proportion of comments that change their status, but
t does not take into account whether these comments are in favor
f the root comment or against it. Therefore, another complemen-
ary measure that can be useful to identify different user profiles
s based on quantifying how many comments in a debate solution
re in favor of the root comment and against it; i.e. to analyze the
olarization of a debate solution. However, our interest is not only
o know this quantification for a debate solution, but also to quan-
ify how the fact of excluding the comments of a particular user
nd all interactions derived from them, affects the polarization. To
his end, first of all, we formalize the notion of polarization of the
olution for a debate graph. efinition 9. Let G = 〈 C + ∪ C −, E −, R, W 〉 be a WBDebG and let S
e the solution for G . The polarization degree of the solution S is a
easure in the real interval [ −1 , 1] defined as follows: 
olarization (S) = #(S ∩ C + ) − #(S ∩ C −) 
# S 
. 
We use the polarization degree value as a measure of the bias
f the solution S towards comments in C + and comments in C −.
he value that indicates total neutrality (0) is obtained when the
umber of comments of S in C + equals the number in C −. The
ighest positive value is obtained when all the comments of the
olution are found in C + , and analogously for the lowest negative
alue. 
At this point, we are ready to formalize the third user relevance
easure, called rebalancing degree , that quantifies the effect of ex-
luding the comments of a user u on the polarization of a debate
olution. 
efinition 10. Let S be the solution for T α and let S \ u be the solu-
ion for the filtered tree T \ u α excluding the user u . The rebalancing
egree of the user u is a measure in the real interval [0, 2] defined
s follows: 
ebalancing (u ) = | polarization (S) − polarization (S \ u ) | . 
A rebalancing degree value close to 0 indicates that the com-
ents of the user u have little influence on the polarization of the
ebate solution, a value close to 1 indicates a change (from ac-
epted to rejected, or vice versa) in approximately half of the com-
ents of the debate solution and a value close to 2, a change in all
f them. 
We expect a slight positive correlation between influence and
ebalancing degrees, since a user that causes some comments to
hange their status may alter the polarization of the debate. Note,
owever, that users with the same influence degree can have a dif-
erent rebalancing degree. 
Similarly, users with a high debate engaging degree may also
ave a high, but different, rebalancing degree, since the interac-
ions they generate can affect the polarization in different ways.
hus, we also expect a positive correlation between debate engag-
ng and rebalancing degrees. 
Coming again to our running example, we observe that the re-
alancing degree for the user d is | (−2 / 16) − (2 / 10) | = 0 . 315 , as
he polarization in the solution S is (7 − 9) / 16 (as #(S ∩ C + ) = 7
nd #(S ∩ C −) = 9 ), but the polarization in S \ d is (6 − 4) / 10 be-
ause #(S \ d ∩ C + ) = 6 and #(S \ d ∩ C −) = 4 . For the other users the
ebalancing degree is smaller than 0.315. 
These three user relevance measures can be used to character-
ze users and identify those who are more active and, at the same
ime, more influential in the debate solutions. The problem is that
or computing the influence and rebalancing degrees for a single
ser u , we need to compute the corresponding T \ u α tree, and then
ts solution S \ u , using the distributed algorithm of [1] . So, even if
he cost of the algorithm for a single user is linear in the size
f the tree, the worst case time complexity for the whole set of
sers is O (|T α| 2 ) . This worst case corresponds to the case where
he number of different users is linear with respect to the size of
he tree, so the number of comments per user remains constant.
n that case, the size of the T \ u α tree for a linear number of users
s linear with respect to the size of the whole tree T α . Given the
igh number of users that Reddit debates can have (in the order of
everal thousand), computing these measures for all the users may
e too costly. So, a reasonable approach is the computation of such
easures only for a selected subset of users. 
We propose to consider the users with enough support in the
ebate based on their social acceptance. Thus, given a PDebT
 α = 〈 C α, r, E α, L 〉 and a weighting scheme W : C α → R , we propose
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Table 1 
Results of the analysis of Reddit debates from the World News subreddit. 
Debate ID User ID #comments support debate_engaging influence rebalancing Group 
bzdpkc kwonza 10 17 239.6 0.0 54.8 initiator 
bzdpkc Yaver_Mbizi 4 8 87.6 0.0 5.8 –
bzdpkc ppitm 8 8 106.0 5.2 57.5 active 
bzdpkc abap4life 10 7 59.9 9.8 12.4 active 
bwx0w5 WaitedTill2015ToJoin 7 9 191.5 0.0 16.6 initiator 
bwx0w5 Leappard 7 9 437.5 0.0 5.4 –
bwx0w5 Several_Kales 5 8 18.1 2.1 4.6 closer 
bwx0w5 Sukyeas 7 6 20.1 4.1 1.8 closer 
boo2kb soundofeverythng 19 23 129.3 0.0 35.1 initiator 
boo2kb ResEng68 12 11 17.1 1.2 3.8 –
boo2kb poptart2nd 10 10 40.9 0.0 7.0 initiator 


















































































r  to rank the users based on their support during the debate de-
fined as follows: support (u ) = ∑ { c∈ C α | user (c)= u } W (c) , where user (c)
denotes the user’s identifier of the comment c . 
5. Experimental results 
In order to evaluate our system, we download the debates from
Reddit using the Python Reddit API Wrapper (PRAW) . 2 From the
top voted debates of the subreddit World News (r/worldnews), we
select three debates with the following criteria: one with a low
number of users (less than two hundred), one with a high number
of users (more than one thousand), and another one between the
previous two. We also need to fix a labeling function L for weight-
ing the edges of the DebT , a pruning threshold α for computing
the PDebT and a weighting scheme W for weighting the nodes
of the WBDebG . As labeling function, for each edge ( c 1 , c 2 ) we
use the sentiment analysis software of [12] using the text of the
comment c 1 , where the value assigned denotes the sentiment of
the answer, from highly negative (-2) to highly positive (2). The
pruning parameter is set to the value α = 0 . 2 and the weight-
ing scheme maps a comment c = (m, u, sc ) to a natural number:
 (c) =  log 10 ( sc )  + 1 , if sc ≥ 1 and W (c) = 0 , otherwise. That is,
W assigns zero to comments with neutral and negative scores and,
for positive scores, considers that one comment has more social
acceptance than another only if the score is at least ten times big-
ger. 
Regarding the relevance measures, for each debate, we filter the
set of users to analyze, ranking them by means of the support they
received during the debate and selecting only the top one hundred
ranked users. Then, we compute the debate engaging degree, the
influence degree and the rebalancing degree of each user . 3 
Table 1 shows the computed values for the top four ranked
users of each debate. The results for these users indicate a set of
different patterns in the effect of their contributions to the debate.
From this set of patterns, we have identified four main groups of
users. The group assigned to each user of the table is shown in the
last column. Observe that for some users their measure values do
not allow them to be classified in any of the four main groups we
have identified. 
The first group is the set of users with influence degree zero
and with debate engaging degree and rebalancing degree below
their mean value (in the debate) . 4 This set of users can be de-
scribed as users with comments that do not affect the accepted
opinions nor their polarity, and that they do not produce a signif-
icant amount of answers. In other words, they can be described2 https://github.com/praw-dev/praw 
3 For this section, all the values of these three measures have been multiplied by 
1,0 0 0 for better readability. 
4 The mean value is computed over the top 100 users ordered by their support 






i  s users that do not seem to bring the attention of other users to
he debate. We name such group as disregarded users . In our ex-
eriments, these users tend to have also a low support during the
ebate, so even if there are plenty of them in our three debates,
hey are not among the top four ranked users we show in the ta-
le for each debate. In our running example of Fig. 1 we have some
sers of this group, like the user l . 
The second group is the set of users with also an influence de-
ree zero, but with debate engaging degree and rebalancing degree
bove their mean value. This set of users can be described as users
hat participate mainly at the beginning of the debate, with com-
ents that trigger much more participation in the debate than be-
ore they started to participate, so the solutions of their filtered de-
ate trees are typically small and biased towards one of the sides
f the debate. So, this easily produces influence zero (as they par-
icipate mainly at the beginning) but high debate engaging and re-
alancing values. We name such group as initiator users . 
The third group is the set of users with influence degree above
heir mean value, but with debate engaging degree and rebalancing
egree below their mean value. This set of users can be described
s users that participate mainly at the end of the debate, as they
re not replied too much by other users, but with comments that
urn out to be relevant for deciding the set of accepted comments.
e name such group as closer users . For example, imagine a dis-
ussion with a single response-chain c a 
1 
← c b 
1 
← c a 
2 
← · · · ← c b n such
hat the weights are strictly ascending and so, all the comments of
ser b are the only ones in the solution. If a new comment c c 
1 
an-
wers the comment c b n with a bigger weight, the solution changes
ompletely since now all the comments of users a and c are the
nly ones in the solution. 
Finally, the fourth group is the set of users with influence de-
ree, debate engaging degree and rebalancing degree above their
ean. This last set of users can be described as the most dynamic
nd decisive set of users, as they tend to participate in different
oints of the debate, although not too early, and their comments
ake a difference to the set of accepted comments and to their
olarity. We name such group as active users . 
With the aim of studying the correlation between the three
easures, we compute the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC),
etween each pair of measures for the top one hundred ranked
sers of the three debates. The PCC is computed dividing the co-
ariance of two variables by the product of their standard devia-
ions. Its value pertains to the real interval [ −1 , 1] , where 1 cor-
esponds to total positive linear correlation (i.e. the scatter plot
f the data corresponds to an increasing straight line), −1 corre-
ponds to total negative linear correlation and 0 is no linear corre-
ation. 
In general, debate engaging and influence have a negative, very
lose to zero, PCC, although it can also have a small positive value
n small debates, as was the case of the first debate of the table



























































































bzdpkc). Rebalancing has always a positive PCC with either de-
ate engaging or influence. The correlation is higher in the case of
ebate engaging versus rebalancing. For large debates, such as the
hird debate of the table (boo2kb), it can be larger than 0.9, but for
he other two it has a value closer to 0.5. In the case of influence
ersus rebalancing, the PCCs are lower than 0.5 and can be close
o 0 in some debates (boo2kb). 
. Conclusions and future work 
In this paper, we introduce an argumentation approach for
nalysis of Reddit debates. First, we formalize a Reddit debate re-
rieval system. In this system, we perform several steps to map
 Reddit debate to a weighted bipartite graph, where we divide
omments into the two opposite sides of the debate, depending on
hether they agree or disagree with the root comment. Second,
e formalize a valued argumentation framework for our weighted
ipartite graph that allows us to define the set of accepted com-
ents using ideal semantics. Third, taking into account both the
eighted bipartite graph and the set of accepted comments, we
efine a set of measures to quantify different aspects related to
he relevance of users in a Reddit debate. Finally, we provide some
xperimental results using our approach to analyze the users from
ome Reddit debates from the subreddit of World News. The re-
ults show that our measures allow us to capture a wide set of
ehaviors, that can be used to filter interesting user profiles. In
his work, our focus has been on trying to characterize different
spects of the relevance of users in debates, without focusing on
articular user profiles. The intended use of our set of measures is
o allow users to detect interesting properties in the contributions
f different users in a debate, so users can use this information to
ocus on the users that match better with their own preferences. 
As future work we plan to analyze whether we can capture
ith our measures particular user profiles, like for example trolls
r bots, or if we need to modify or expand our measures to be
ble to capture such set of behaviors. In a recent work [3] , we
ave presented preliminary results devoted to characterize the par-
icular profile of trolls. In addition, we plan to study whether an
rgumentative analysis of the content of the comments can con-
ribute to better evaluate the relevance of users, since less active
sers with solid good arguments may be much more relevant than
ery active users but with weak and poorly structured arguments. 
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